RZ Ecosystem Partner Solution
TES Guiliani GUI Framework

Solution Summary

Guiliani is a modern and powerful C++ software for creating stylish Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) on a wide range of embedded hardware such as the RZ/A family. It has a special strength in supporting teamwork, therefore helping to keep GUI projects on budget and on time.

Features/Benefits

- Graphics Assets Streaming: Enables agile development, skins/themes and more...
- Powerful WYSIWYG Editor: Intuitive and user-friendly, even artists can use it easily.
- Scalable: Supports from bare-metal to Linux; and from MCU to MPU.
- Well Supported: Highest customer satisfaction ratings.
- Flexible Business Model: To match your business situation.

Diagrams/Graphics

Target Markets and Applications

- ALL embedded applications such as:
  - Appliances
  - Industrial
  - Medical & Fitness
  - Wearable
  - Automotive & Transportation
  - Industrial
  - Automotive & Transportation
  - Telecoms
  - Test & Measurement

www.guiliani.de
• TES is a Technology and Design Services Company based in Germany with a global customer base.
• 90 employees, 90% engineers
• Embedded software, Graphics, RF such as radar and chip design including mixed signal, FPGA
• We Create – Design – Manufacture
• Close Renesas Electronics Partner for 20 years, in all imaginable applications...

CEO and Business Development Team with Guiliani focus...

www.tes-dst.com